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Abstract—Computational workflows consist of a series of
steps in which data is generated, manipulated, analysed
and transformed. Researchers use tools and techniques to
capture the provenance associated with the data to aid
reproducibility. The metadata collected not only helps in
reproducing the computation but also aids in comparing
the original and reproduced computations. In this paper,
we present an approach, “Why-Diff”, to analyse the
difference between two related computations by changing
the artifacts and how the existing tools “YesWorkflow” and
“NoWorkflow” record the changed artifacts.
Index Terms—Reproducibility, Metadata, Why-Diff, YesWorkflow,
NoWorkflow

possible, improper use of computational tools and
software can lead to spectacularly incorrect results.
Guaranteeing Reproducible Research requires a system that is rigorous in keeping track of research
activities. There are existing provenance capturing
tools of which some records prospective provenance
while some others records retrospective provenance.
The main aim of the research is to investigate and
exploit the metadata of computational experiments,
inorder to help researchers understand changes between outcomes of related computational experiments over time.

I. I NTRODUCTION

II. BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORK

Scientific research progresses when discoveries are
reproduced and verified. This research emphasises
the reproducibility of computations rather than simple repeatability or replicability. Execution of reliable Reproducible research requires more than just
good tools. Most computations that are reproduced
do not guarantee the correctness of results because
of the underlying fact that they use different artifacts.
Computations are redone because of two primary
reasons. The first is to validate the results and the
second reason is to enable reuse of the results by
other researchers, who may then be able to extend
or modify the experimental method. The term “reproducibility”, is often used in research of redoing
scientific experiments. Researchers give a semantic
distinction between replicability and reproducibility.
Replicability is redoing experiment in exactly the
same way, while reproducibility focuses on the result
being verified rather than on the specific method used
to achieve the result. The motivation of reproduction
is on concepts rather than artifacts – to recreate the
essence of the experiment rather than the experiment
itself. Mere redoing of existing computations has
no claim for generalisability. The reproducibility is
ambitious as it promotes meta studies, where the
ideas of multiple independent studies are combined
and produce better results. Though there are existing technologies that makes Reproducible Research

Redoing computations often provokes a question
whether it aims at repeatability, replicability or reproducibility. Reproduction and Replication of reported scientific results is a widely discussed topic
within the scientific community [1]–[8]. This work
also emphasizes the importance of reproducibility
saying it uncovers the mistakes (or fraud) more
readily than replication which provides a baseline
and facilitates extending and building on previous
work. A classification was given by C. Drummond
[7] saying replicability to denote situations where the
previous experiment is redone in exactly the same
way, whereas in reproducibility the focus is on the
result being verified and not on the method to achieve
this result. The motivation of reproduction is on
concepts rather than artifacts we try to recreate the
essence of the experiment rather than the experiment
itself [8].
In this project, we address the reproducibility of
computations, as we do not aim to achieve exact
incarnation of the existing computation, but rather
varying, augmenting and remodeling the existing
methods and also by applying parameter sweeps.
Reproducibility of computations is a challenging
task because of the underlying fact that it involves
change at multiple levels, some of which are not
within the control of the experimenter [8]. Long-term
reproducibility is hard to achieve due to the factors

that include the use of specialized hardware, proprietary data and inevitable changes in the hardware
and software environments. Freire et al. [9] have
introduced three criteria to characterize the level of
reproducibility of computations. The three criteria
include Depth which evinces how much of an experiment is made available, Portability indicates whether
the experiment can be reproduced on the original
environment, similar or on a different environment,
Coverage that specifies how much of the experiment
can be reproduced. The Coverage can either be full
or partial.
In general, computations are viewed as a black box
which takes input data and produce output data. In
order to reproduce the computational experiments,
lot more details are needed to be considered other
than just the input and output. Workflows are widely
used to represent and execute computational experiments. Capturing and exploiting provenance information is considered to be important in case of
computational reproducibility [10]–[13]. Tools such
as Git, CVS and SVS help in recording and tracking of program files that changes over time. Tools
that record provenance of computations include EScience Central [14], Reprozip [15], Pegasus [16],
Galaxy, VisTrails, Kepler, Taverna, Madagascar, etc
[17]. Workflow Management System like Taverna
[18] and Kepler [19] facilitates the user to design
workflows using graphical editor.
After capturing the provenance traces from the
available tools, automating the computation is another milestone. Available virtualisation technology
such as Virtual Machines containers like Docker are
able to persistently capture a computational environment, so that they can be deployed in the cloud.
Projects like RunMyCode.org and recomputation.org
exploit this kind of technology, facilitating construction and availability of computational environments
in the cloud. TOSCA is a standard by OASIS that
aids in automatic deployment [20] by providing
a technology-independent, abstract and extensible
model to describe workflows.
The studies that are listed above facilitates replicability which forms the basis of reproducibility.
Reproducibility implies at-least some changes have
been introduced in the experiment, thus exposing
different features. The result of comparison of two
provenance traces can give surprising or unexpected

results even though we have reproduced the same experiment with minor changes and further gives rise to
questions, How this data was generated? Reasoning
about the sequence of steps that led to a particular
result is the real goal of reproducing another's work,
and tools to manipulate the provenance of results are
key enabler [21].
In addition to reproducing computations, it has become essential to analyse and monitor data transformations. Provenance tracking is generally classified
into two types - Backward and Forward. Backward
tracking is finding the input subsets that contributed
to a given output element whereas Forward Provenance is determining which output elements were
derived from a particular input element.
Researchers classify Provenance captured by the
system into two basic types [22]: Prospective and
Retrospective. Prospective provenance captures the
abstract specification of the computational tasks
like workflow procedure calls and data dependencies whereas retrospective provenance captures more
detailed information like execution environment,
recordings of where and when each procedure was
run and how it executed. In addition [23], the author
classified the Provenance for single transformations
as Map, Reduce, Union and Split Provenance.
Workflow Management Systems not only capture
the provenance, but also capture the workflow evolution and offers all the data for users to analyze it.
Despite of rich provenance captured by Workflow
Management Systems, a vast number of computational workflows are being developed using general purpose scripting languages such as Python,
R, and Matlab. YesWorkflow and noWorkflow are
the tools that captures the provenance of independent scripts. YesWorkflow [24] extracts the latent
information from scripts, exports, visualize in graph
form. Given a script, YesWorkflow generates the
workflow based on user annotations which generally
captures prospective provenance. “noWorkflow” [25]
(not only Workflow) system uses Python runtime
profiling functions to generate provenance traces that
reflect the processing history of the script. noWorkflow captures three types of provenance - definition,
deployment, and execution provenance.
III. W HY- DIFF A PPROACH

In broader perspective, the dependencies of computational experiments include elements at all levels

of the architectural stack, namely: Hardware configuration, OS version and configuration, Software
libraries, external services and external data sources
(which are often accessed through web-based services).

Fig. 1: Architecture stack with dependencies at multiple levels.

Some of these dependencies are easily satisfied by
simple virtualisation of the computing environment.
For instance, in the example stated above, Hardware and OS requirements can be met just by allocating a VM with the correct OS version, on a
cloud infrastructure that can satisfy the HW requirements. Software dependencies, on the other hand,
may be more challenging. Reproducing this scenario
requires tracking the changes in some of these dependencies over time.
Computations are reproduced to achieve better results. Reproducing a computation can give unexpected results as it involves different artefacts. As
depicted in the Figure 1, a computation has dependencies at 3 levels such as Hardware, OS and
Software level. As hardware and OS level does not
impact the computational results much, we skipped
doing hardware and OS level comparisons. In the
architectural stack, the SD represents Software Dependencies.
Rather than just replicating a computation, it is
about changing input or any other dependencies
(without breaking the setup execution environment)
and assessing the effect on the outcome. This allows
the other researchers to mix and match their own
methods with the existing system to achieve better
result [26]. Extending the idea of reproducibility is

the conceptual replication, in which the essential
conclusions of a study are examined, intentionally
using different methods than in the original study.
As modern experimental science becomes increasingly data-driven [27] and reliant upon big datasets
and complex computations to generate new results,
we have a chance of making science more reproducible, i.e., by appropriately managing the datasets,
the experimental processes, and the associated metadata that describes both of them. Enabling reproducibility in science is therefore becoming the focus
of new research within a vibrant research data management community. Issues of reproducibility are
timely, as shown by the recent decision by the ACM
to begin endorsing papers that come with results that
are provably reproducible, using a badging system
[28].
Suppose, in abstract, that you are given an experiment, described by a computational Program P
with input X and additional dependencies D (these
can be dependencies on external data resources, as
well as on third party software libraries or system
environment), which at a certain time t produced an
output Y , our scientific result. A third party who
wishes to reproduce P at a later time t would have
to re-build, re-deploy, and re-execute P in a new
environment. This is relatively easy to achieve using modern virtualisation technology (VM, Docker,
etc.), but it is not very interesting.
A more challenging problem occurs when variations are introduced. The proposed “Why-Diff” intend to answer following questions:
Q1: Which portion of execution fail while redoing
computation?
Q2: Are the results of the computations different
even though no changes introduced?
Q3: Which artefact is responsible for the difference?
Q4: How differences in input data relates to differences in the output values?
Q5: What provenance must be collected and packed
along with Computation1 that enables the verification and validation of results of Computation2
with respective to results of Computation1 ?
The project aim to consider 4 possible cases for reproducing computations. We have used P , X, D, Y
to refer to Program, Input, Dependency and Output
of the original computation, respectively. Similarly,
we denote the same quantities in the reproduced

computation by P 0 , X 0 , D0 and Y 0 , respectively.
In “Why-Diff”, we consider four possible cases for
reproducing computations, as follows:
1) {P , X, D0 } - Changing Dependency keeping
Program, input unchanged.
2) { P ,X 0 , D} - Changing Input keeping Program,
Dependency unchanged
3) {P 0 , X, D} - Changing Program keeping Dependency, input unchanged
4) { P 0 , X 0 , D0 } - All artefacts changed
Here, we tried to apply first case in which we
changed the Dependency keeping Program and Input
as constant while redoing computation. The provenance collected from the original computation will
vary from coarse-grained to fine-grained details. We
classify the provenance-level based on the provenance details available. The classifications are as
follows:
1) Full-Provenance: This is a best-case which
contains fine-grained provenance details
including definition, deployment and execution
provenance.

Negative and Neutral in a pie chart. Lot of Natural
Language Processing tools are available to process
the human language to classify whether it is subjective or objective and orient its polarity as positive,
negative and neutral. TextBlob and NLTK are similar
Natural Language Processing tools which provides
API which is used to analyse the tweets and compute
sentiment score for the text. It helps in converting
an unstructured text to structured text which is easily
manageable.
While reproducing the usecase, we have intensionally used NLTK (Refer Fig 3) replacing TextBLOB
(Refer Fig 2), for the same set of tweets. Positive,
Negative and Neutral sentiment percentages using
TextBLOB are 38.0%, 12.0% and 50.0% respectively. Whereas NLTK computes 18.0%, 17.0% and
65.0% as Positive, Negative and Neutral percentages respectively. In this case, Y != Y 0 when trying to mock the case {P , X, D0 } where D refers
TextBLOB and D0 refers NLTK respectively.

2) Partial-Provenance: This is an averagecase which includes only the definition and
deployment provenance but not the execution
provenance. In other words, this case contains
only prospective provenance but not the
retrospective provenance.
3) Mandatory-Provenance: This is a real-world
scenario which includes only the definition
provenance.
Having this provenance details, we aim to answer
why the outcome from 2 related computations are
different.

Fig. 2: Sentiment Scores using TextBLOB

A. Model usecase for Computational Reproducibility

Sentiment analysis or opinion mining has emerged
as an active domain among the research fraternity
because enormous amount of heterogeneous data is
continuously increasing every day by the users via
www, viz., e-commerce websites, social networks,
discussion forums, blogs etc. Motivated by the Natural Language Processing techniques, we have developed a usecase Twitter Sentiment Analysis which
is a python script which takes in static tweets and
visualise the sentiment score percentage Positive,

Fig. 3: Sentiment Scores using NLTK

We have observed a striking difference in the re- the data consumed and produced in the program. Fursults when using different software dependencies thermore, it is also possible to visualize the upstream
keeping the Program and Input unchanged. We and downstream of a specific data product.
viewed TextBLOB and NLTK as a blackbox and
recorded the provenance of the two scripts without
bothering about the algorithm design of TextBLOB
and NLTK. Motivated by the different results from
related computations, we have analysed the provenance data collected by YesWorkflow and NoWorkflow.
IV. Y ES W ORKFLOW

YesWorkflow is one of the approach to capture
prospective provenance from scripts. It helps to interpret the user annotations and visualise the graph
that shows the computational steps and data flow in
the script.

Fig. 5: NLTK Visualised by YesWorkflow

In addition to the visualization, YesWorkflow facilitates querying the workflow steps. The following prolog query is used to extract the dependent
library. The query implies parent-child relationship
to retrieve the related WorkflowId and StepId.

Fig. 4: TextBLOB Visualised by YesWorkflow

We used YesWorkflow to visualize the graph to
extract the API dependency (TextBLOB or NLTK)
and retrieved two graphs showing the dependency
Fig. 6: YesWorkflow Query
which is depicted in Fig 4 and Fig 5 respectively. The
yellow-ish boxes highlight the data elements in the
program where as green-ish boxes represent actions
The Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 depicts the query result
that transform the data which is passed in input port. for extracting the dependent library TextBLOB and
“@in” and “@out” annotations are used to declare NLTK respectively.

execution. In both the cases, the program name is
“SentimentAnalysis.py”.

Fig. 7: TextBLOB Queried by YesWorkflow

Fig. 8: NLTK Queried by YesWorkflow

The user annotations in the script play key role
here. This provides very basic prospective provenance which is inadequate for analysing difference
between the two execution results.

Fig. 10: NLTK Visualised by NoWorkflow

V. N OW ORKFLOW

Noworkflow is another tool that captures the retrospective provenance automatically. It does not require user annotations for recording provenance.
NoWorkflow defines one execution of the experiment
as Trial. Here, the execution of Sentiment analysis

Fig. 11: Diff TextBLOB and NLTK Visualised by NoWorkflow

“NoWorkflow” has a command called “Diff”
which yields a difference graph between 2 executions. The difference between TextBLOB and NLTK
is depicted in the Fig11. The circles with intersection
represent that the particular function is activated in
Fig. 9: TextBLOB Visualised by NoWorkflow
both the trials. As you can see, the Trial 1 uses
the module TextBlob whereas Trial 2 does not. This
with TextBLOB is referred as Trial 1 whereas the provides low-level provenance details which shows
execution with NLTK referred as Trial 2. The Fig.9 the divergence in function calls.
refers provenance graph of TextBLOB execution
VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
whereas Fig.10 refers provenance graph of NLTK execution. These graphs contain red, amber and greenWe have visualized as well as queried the proveish circles which represent chain of function call nance captured by “YesWorkflow” and “NoWorkactivations. The chain always starts from program flow” by changing the dependency and keeping the

program and input constant (i.e. {P , X, D0 }). We
intend to vary the program and inputs and to analyse the difference for the variation. In addition to
these high-level changes, we are aiming to vary the
variables, function parameters and return values and
to investigate the meta-data captured. It would also
be interesting to code the same usecase in different
languages like Python, R, Matlab and to visualise
and query them to know “if” and “why” there is
a difference. Not only the independent scripts, but
also “Workflow Management Systems” should have
in-built difference analysis system to understand the
difference between two complex workflow results.
To understand the precise difference between related
computations, it is important to trace how the data
is transformed in each and every step of the Program. However there is no clear indication from the
existing approaches which can answer “Why-Diff”
questions which in turn figures out how much and
exactly what type of metadata is needed, how it can
be processed and analysed, and how much effort is
required to collect it. These are high-level research
questions that still need to be addressed.
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